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This evidence focuses on the importance of low impact building methods and
low impact building materials and products.
Summary
Progress on sustainable construction has been obstructed and
distorted by too greater focus on energy generation and building
services. While renewable energy and efficient building services are
important, this has distracted attention from the importance of “Fabric
First” and embodied energy. Insufficient attention has been paid to the
importance of embodied energy and the potential contribution from
environmentally friendly low impact natural, renewable and recycled
materials. These materials include timber, wood fibre, hemp, straw,
sheep’s wool and many more.
Embodied Energy
Embodied Energy is important because considerable energy and fossil fuel
resources are consumed to create building materials and products. Significant
CO2 emissions result from this. So great are the emissions in the production
of synthetic, petrochemical and cement based building materials and the
energy used to construct buildings, that this embodied energy can be as much
or even more than the energy used in the life of a building (operational
energy). This is known as the Carbon Spike problem.
Narrow focus on building services and operational energy
A narrow focus on operational energy has led to approaches to the building
regulations, the Code for Sustainable Homes, BREEAM and so on, which
place far too much emphasis on building services and not enough on fabric.
Forms of construction that are increasingly air tight, using synthetic and
petrochemical materials may lead to health problems, poor indoor air quality,
interstitial condensation and overheating. Anecdotal evidence is already
emerging about these problems but also these new high tech forms of
construction have been show to be ineffective from an energy efficiency point
of view.
An alternative Approach
An alternative approach involves a completely different approach to building
construction using natural, low impact, low embodied energy materials and
building methods, can lead to healthier indoor environments and better energy
performance, with lower embodied energy. Members of the committee may be
sceptical about this claim; such is the power of propaganda from the current
mainstream approach. but it is vital that the committee at least gives some
consideration to the alternative.

Renewable Materials
The Strategy for Sustainable Construction published by Government in June
2008, Included references to developing the use of renewable materials and
this led to the DECC/HCA funded Renewable House Programme. This
programme was set up in a rather unsatisfactory manner but despite that has
led to 11 extremely interesting demonstration social housing projects
throughout the UK that have successfully used renewable materials. This
programme has been documented in the book Low Impact Building. (See
below)
Supply Chain for Natural and Renewable Materials
There is considerable prejudice against natural and renewable materials such
as sheep’s wool, hemp and wood fibre insulation, hempcrete and various
innovative forms of timber construction. There are also a number of ecological
recycled materials available. These materials and products represent only a
tiny sector of the market and yet there is growing uptake and acceptance,
despite the recession.
Despite the success and supply chain availability of such materials, there
remains a great deal of prejudice against natural materials in mainstream
construction. It is assumed that such materials are more costly and not as
durable or available. However renewable materials are now widely available,
price competitive and widely used. Mainstream organisations such as Marks
and Spencer’s have adopted materials like hempcrete in their Plan ‘A.’ UK
based companies are now producing natural low embodied energy materials
using local resources and creating jobs. Such materials are also being
exported. The Alliance for Sustainable Building Products (ASBP) was
launched in Parliament in November 2011 and has become an important body
helping to convince specifiers of the merits of sustainable and low impact
materials and products.
The market is still dominated by imported materials from Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and France, however, whereas such products could easily be
made in the UK if there was more support from UK Government for this
sector. This would have significant economic benefits and create jobs, using
local resources and assisting the farming industry through the use of crop
based materials.
We would like an opportunity to make a presentation to the committee on the
benefits of such materials and to explain the work of the ASBP and how it
relates to changing EU rules (Construction product regulations and
Natureplus certification). The benefits can be seen in terms of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance
Durability
Breathability
Hygroscopicity
Thermal Mass
Life cycle and recycling

•
•
•
•

Health and Indoor Air Quality
Low embodied energy
Energy Efficiency
Use in renovation and retrofitting

Natural and Renewable Materials have a big part to play in the retrofitting of
buildings under the Green Deal and other schemes. Often these materials
can perform better and fit more sympathetically with older building fabric.
Many synthetic and petrochemical based products do not work well in these
situations.
The case for natural and renewable materials is set out in Tom Woolley’s
book Low Impact Building that will be available from February 2013. (See
contents in box below) The book also contains strong criticisms of past
Government policies on energy efficiency and problems associated with
building physics and science and standards. Copies of the book can be made
available to the committee.
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We would urge the committee to consider the following
1. Giving recognition to the importance and value of renewable and
natural materials in construction
2. Encourage bodies such as the EPSRC, TSB, Carbon Trust and EST to
support more research into the use of natural and renewable materials
in both new build and retrofitting
3. Encourage bodies such as the Zero Carbon Hub and other
construction industry bodies to pay greater attention to natural and
renewable materials
We would ask that the committee allows us to give oral evidence and to
also bring along examples of natural and renewable materials, as
members of the committee may not be familiar with such products
Alliance for Sustainable Building Products (ASBP)
Chief Executive Gary Newman
The Foundry
5 Baldwin Terrace
London
N1 7RU
http://www.asbp.org.uk/

020 7704 3501 email: gary@asbp.org.uk
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Tom Woolley B.Arch, PhD is an architect and environmental researcher living in
County Down Northern Ireland. He was Professor of Architecture at Queens
University Belfast from 1991 to 2007 but now works as a freelance educator and
environmental consultant for Rachel Bevan Architects and is currently a Visiting
Professor at the University of Central Lancashire. He has been Visiting Professor of
Architecture at the Centre for Alternative Technology Graduate School of the
Environment in Wales, and also Professor of Sustainable Rural Architecture at the
Countryside and Communities Research Institute, University of Gloucestershire.
He is well know for his work on low cost housing, housing co-operatives, community
participation and ecological architecture. He is a member of the Ministerial Advisory
Group for Architecture (Northern Ireland) and has been chair of the Northern Ireland
Building Regulations Advisory Committee. He is Chair of the Northern Ireland Cooperative Party. He is on the Board of the NI Chartered Institute of Housing and the
European Board of Natureplus.
His principle research work has been on sustainable and renewable bio-based
construction materials including strawbale and hemp lime construction. Research
projects have been funded under EU programmes, the Technology Strategy Board,
Energy Saving Trust, the Irish EPA and Carbon Trust. He is currently working on a
project funded under the Creative Industries Innovation Fund.
Tom Woolley has published widely on sustainable construction. He was editor of the
Green Building Handbook and author of Natural Building (Crowood Press) and Hemp
and Lime Construction (BRE/IHS Press). He is one of the founder members of the
Alliance for Sustainable Building Products, UK, EASCA and the Living Building
Institute in Ireland.

